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Press information

Schwedt/Oder, 07.10.2013

Uckermark on the business breakfast in Poznań with ICU and Schwedt/Oder city advertising
economic localization of Uckermark in the border country.
Schwedt/Oder/Poznań. Uckermark again presented itself as the economic localization in the polish
border country. „On 7th October we are organizing together with the Schwedt/Oder city the
business breakfast on the Poleko fairs in Poznań”, said the Head of the ICU board Silvio Moritz.
Fifth, as its large, city in Poland is one of the most important economical and culture centre, and is
regarded as important international fairs localization. It is the most important transport node in the
West of Poland, „ We have had good contacts with that economy support structures for years and we
are happy, that in this year we can advertise ourself again”, said Moritz. Poleko is the international
environment protection fairs, that is one of the most important fairs in that kind, in the middle and
west Europe. It is also the biggest specialist fairs in Poland, with the amount of exhibitors about
700, from almost 20 countries.
Annekathrin Hoppe, the director of the economy team presented the localization Schwedt/Oder;
Moritz, as the Head of the ICU board presented an economic potential Uckermark. Except for
presented localization, for valour, also there were among others presented representative of Polish
enterprises, which recently with successfully have settled in Germany and Uckermark. And so, to
the Poznań arrived together representatives of companies „MB Pasewalk GmbH” and „Stream Air
AG”, to advertising in Poland an economic settling in the German border area. The company MB
Pasewalk GmbH was established in 2009 and specialized in designing and realisation of welding
special installations and assembling, and also in building special tools. The company has its seat in
Pasewalk and in Schwedt/Oder. In Pasewalk has its seat also the company Stream Air AG, which is
at the same time a member of business union of Uckermark. The company specialized in
conservation and cleaning of the cosmic installation, as the air-conditioning installations, hot air
installation, air exchangers etc. „We are the vivid example that Polish company in Germany can
work”, says Dr. Zbigniew Kaminski from the company „Stream Air AG”. And add: „ Being such
example, we want to advertise in Poznań our companies settling”.
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„We have an experience in settling in Germany, which can bring a lot of success. We want to share
that experience with Polish companies, that is why we are coming with ICU ans Schwedt/Oder city
to the business breakfast in Poznań”, said the Head of board of „MB Pasewalk GmbH” Jaroslaw
Wieczorek.
On the fairs there is now represented the company Recon-T, as the only exhibitor from Uckermark.
The company from Schwedt/Oder since the tome of its established in 1997 has its own long and
rich in success history in the scope of paper-sorting ans wood waste processing, in the field of
recycling as the department of waste management with the aid of the sorting plant and wood waste
processing installation. Within the area of 5,2 ha with the multifunctional buildings it is possible to
optimize the work course for being reliable and flexible partner for our clients. Authorised officer,
Mario Krüger, involvement of the company Recon-T on the Poleko fairs perceives, as the most
important base for strengthening economic efforts on the polish market. „Here, in the West of
Poland we already have good network, and demand for our services is still increasing” - says
Krüger
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